An elevator is the lifeline of the building.

However, as it advances in age, operational reliability, fading looks, the need for optimum efficiency, user comfort and compliance with updated safety norms need to be evaluated.

The question isn’t if you should modernize, it is when:

- Technology has advanced
- Safety standards have evolved
- User comfort has been redefined
- Availability of even better efficient systems
- The elevator needs a modern look

With the latest technological and aesthetic upgrade, Otis’ mPower transforms your manual door elevator to an automatic power operated door.

The Auto-Door Difference

An automatic door elevator is a big step in ensuring passenger safety, comfort and peace of mind. No more contact with the door, as it opens and closes on sensing passenger movement or at the press of a button. Auto-door elevators are also fitted with mechanisms to help ease passengers in the rare instance where they may get trapped. Updated safety guidelines too, recommend automatic doors for the safety of passengers and elevator mechanisms as well.

The mPower package offers you an updated elevator with a refreshed look and feel, by conserving parts that can be reused. It offers value for money.

You will feel the change

### PERFORMANCE

Brings in energy efficiency, smooth ride and optimized traffic management through:

- Microprocessor based controller
- Variable voltage variable frequency drive
- Advanced communication system such as fixtures, copper wiring, signaling
- Auto fan cut-off facility helps in conserving energy
- Close loop operation for accurate leveling (optional)
- Smooth door movements
- Collective operation

### AESTHETICS

Makes sure that your elevator looks just as new as its upgraded performance

- Cab
- Power operated doors
- Illuminated call buttons
- Digital position indicators for a modern look

Ceiling

Base: CD 41

Optional: CD 42

Optional: CD 35

### SAFETY

Allows for a safer elevator on the whole ensuring passenger comfort at all times:

- Protect passengers against door strikes
- Battery operated alarm bell to call for attention in an emergency
- Automatic rescue operation in case of power failure (optional)
Aesthetics & fixtures

**Car operating panel**
- Hands free intercom (optional)
- Intercom button (optional)
- Door closing button
- Door opening button
- Push button with braille

**Hall operating panel**
- Standard
- Optional

**Standard**
- Base Colours
- Advanced (optional)
- Textured Colours
- Classic Colours

**Car position indicator**
- Monochrome LCD standard
- Colour LCD optional

**Handrails**
- Positioned at the rear in stainless steel (optional)

**Flooring (vinyl)**
- Almond
- White

**Metal finishes (optional)**
- Honeycomb
- Mirror
- Circular Mosaic
- Grey
- Steel Grey

**Handrails**
- Piko Silver
- Maple Grey
- Egyptian Gold

*Figures shown are representative. Actual design will vary according to elevator cab size.*

*Colours and finishes shown are indicative. Please allow for minor variations.*
Manufactured at our ISO certified Bengaluru factory, the mPower is a result of most advance thinking and deep engineering experience – all to ensure you get exceptional Otis performance, day after day.

**Automatic rescue operation**
The battery-powered Automatic Rescue Operation system delivers passengers safely to the nearest floor during a power failure.

**Safety systems**
The door is an elevator’s most important safety feature. The mPower system uses a screen of infrared beams to reopen the doors immediately when an object breaks the invisible plane. The elevator’s locking system blocks the doors from being opened from inside the cab if it stops between floors – another key safety feature.